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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography updates some of the materials contained in an earlier bibliography AGerontology and the Law: A Selected Bibliography. The original bibliography appears in 73 Law Library Journal 255 (1980); updates appear in 56 Southern California Law Review 289 (1982), 57 Southern California Law Review 631 (1984), 60 Southern California Law Review 897 (1987), 64 Southern California Law Review 1675 (1991), and 69 Southern California Law Review 287 (1995). The range of materials included in those bibliographies was very broad and provides an excellent overview of the materials related to Elder Law some of which were published through early 1995. The materials included in this bibliography only include those published since the 1995 update with the exception of some books owned by the University of Georgia Law Library which were originally published at an earlier date. The persons preparing the earlier bibliography graciously gave me permission to use their outline for consistency in this update.

The articles included cover only substantive articles and symposia from law journals and law reviews, not bar association materials, continuing legal education materials, or materials from the other social sciences. The resources used in the preparation of this bibliography included GAVEL, LegalTrac, Index to Legal Periodicals, WorldCat, and Current Publications in Legal and Related Fields.

There is another good bibliography entitled Elder Law: A Guide to Key Resources by Susan J. Hemp & Cheryl Rae Nyberg at 3 Elder Law Journal 1 (1995). It has books, periodicals, databases, electronic discussion groups, organizations, and United States government agencies. Other bibliographies are listed with the General Works on Law and Aging in the first section of this bibliography.

Several good sites on the Internet have been developed in recent years. The Washburn Law Library maintains an excellent site with links to other organizations: http://www.lawlib.wuacc.edu/washlaw/subject/elder.html. Another good site is the one maintained by the National Senior Citizens Law Center: http://www.nsclc.org.

Citations to periodicals in this bibliography are done in generally accepted legal form with the volume number first followed by the name of the periodical, page number, and year. Rather than using
abbreviations, the full name of the periodical is spelled out. In cases where each issue begins with page 1, the issue number is placed in parentheses following the volume number. Call numbers are given at the end of each citation for materials owned by this library.

The entire table of contents from the earlier bibliographies is reprinted here. Where there are no citations for one of the subsections, it is followed by a N/A in the Table of Contents and omitted from the body of the bibliography.
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